
 

 

 

Press release – Thursday July 7
th
 2016 

 

UEFA EURO 2016: “Coup de Foot” (“All you 

need is foot”) celebrates the football culture at 

the Carreau du Temple! 

 
On the occasion of UEFA EURO 2016, the Carreau du Temple turns itself into a 

large playfield with an artistic reflexion and programming about the football 

culture with the event “Coup de Foot” (“All you need is foot”) from July 6th to 

July 10th. 

 

Organised by the “Carreau du Temple” in partnership with the City of Paris, “Coup de Foot” 

settles up in Paris from July 6th to July 10th for the last week of the UEFA EURO 2016 

competition.  

 

“Coup de Foot” is addressed to all publics: football lovers or not, men and women, children 

and adults. The programme includes: workshops, interactive and participative installations, 

shows, readings, performances, projections of cult football films and round tables to discuss 

football mutations.  

 

The event offers to play football under all its forms or in a different way with the monumental 

installation of Balapapa, a new ball pool with the appearance of a football pitch, futsal with 

surprising rules, the “tournois de brêles” (“losers’ tournaments”) and the setup of video 

games or the giant foosball and the bubble bump.  

 

Workshops and off-the-wall initiations about the football culture for young and old alike will 

also be organised during the day: a workshop to paint slogans on banners, a free-style 

football demo and football for handicapped people.  

 

Art will have the place of honour during “Coup de Foot” with Mustafa Benfodil’s installation 

“Maportaliche#2/FC Kafka”, the art video “Aqua Foot” by Kitsou Dubois, the shorts films of 

the programme “Ciné Foot Miroir” or the Soccer Poster’s exhibition of designers’ posters.   

 

“Coup de Foot” is also a series of debates, meetings and conferences about football, its 

practices and its mutations on the scene of the Carreau du Temple: “Women and Football” or 

“From the Euro Championship to the Olympic Games: sports or show, business or 

“Coubertin’s” spirit? The mutations of sports spirit”.  

 



An electric programming around football with shows, readings and performances on stage: 

 

- "CLAP", true participative experience around a clapping sheet music exploring the “clap 

musicality” – Wednesday July 6th and Thursday July 7th at 07:00 p.m. 

 

- “Italy – Brasil 3 to 2”, one person on stage reviving the childhood memories of the writer 

David Enia during the quarter final of the 1982 World Cup – Friday July 8th and Saturday July 

9th at 07:30 p.m. 

 

- Supertalk “By foot, spend your life with football”, a conference with something of a stand-up 

with Fred Poulet and Vikash Dhorasoo, a face-to-face between two football lovers coming 

back on their path – Friday July 8th 09:00 p.m.  

 

- “Reading night – sports legends”, reading of texts written by contemporary writers on the 

occasion of the special edition of the Desports magazine “Sports legends” about the 

emblematic football players – Saturday July 9th at 10:30 p.m. 

 

- "May it take place without spectators" of Rebecca Chaillon, eleven women with a body 

stage practice with a lot of effort are meeting on a common field, the field of sports 

performance as well as artistic performance – Saturday July 9th. 

 

- "Le champ des tribuns" (Tribunes’ field) is a bus tour, combining concert, conference, 

performance, plastic installations and play around the sports world – Sunday July 10th at 

02:00 p.m. and 05:00 p.m. 

 

“An eclectic programming for all publics enabling to approach football in an unusual and 

artistic way: this is the cultural support of the Euro Championship in Paris”, rejoices Bruno 

Julliard, First Deputy Mayor of Paris.  

 

Practical information: 

From July to 6th to July 10th  

Le Carreau du Temple - 4 rue Eugène Spuller (3rd arrondissement) 

Free stroll from 11:00 a.m. to 07:00 p.m. / Shows and refreshment area from 07:00 p.m.  

Find out more http://carreaudutemple.eu/ 
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